What’s the Scoop?

**New tool available for student collaboration**

Wiggio is now available in D2L Brightspace. Students and teachers can use Wiggio to collaborate on projects, case studies, labs, study groups, and class initiatives.

With Wiggio, students and teachers can:
- Host virtual meetings (up to 10 people), chats, and conference calls
- Manage events with a shared calendar
- Create to-do lists and assign tasks
- Poll their group in real time
- Send email, text, and voice messages
- Upload and manage files in a shared folder

For more information about Wiggio, check out these videos: [https://www.youtube.com/user/WiggioProductions](https://www.youtube.com/user/WiggioProductions)

To find Wiggio...
1. Login to D2L and enter a course
2. Click the **Communications** menu, and click **Wiggio**
3. Click the menu in the upper right to find a link to the **Wiggio Knowledge Base** which contains tutorials and videos

**NOTE:** Wiggio is a tool designed to facilitate student collaboration. It doesn’t provide the teacher with assessment data such as number of messages posted, or statistics on participation.

Frequently Asked Questions

Q: My student could not submit a quiz, what do I do?
A: You can either submit the attempt for the student, or delete the quiz attempt.

**Submit the Attempt for the Student**
1. Click the arrow next to the quiz name and click **Grade**
2. Change the **Restrict To:** box to **All users, and then** click the **Magnifying glass** icon in the Search For box
3. Click the **Enter quiz as User** icon to the right of the student’s “in progress” attempt
4. Click **Yes** on the Confirmation
5. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click **Go to Submit quiz**
6. Click **Submit Quiz**, and **Yes, submit quiz**

**Delete (Reset) the attempt**
**WARNING:** This cannot be undone.
1. Click the arrow next to the quiz name and click **Grade**
2. Change the **Restrict To:** box to **All users, and then** click the **Magnifying glass** icon in the Search For box
3. Click the **box** to the left of the student’s attempt
4. Scroll to the top or bottom of the list of student attempts and click the **Trash can** icon
5. Click **Yes** on the Confirmation

Upcoming Training

Wiggio Introduction and Training
eLearning Support, L235

Wednesday, **March 30**, Noon-1pm
Thursday, **March 31**, 2-3pm
Tuesday, **April 5**, 11am-Noon
Wednesday, **April 6**, 9-10am

RSVP to **bjensen@bemidjistate.edu**
Bring your laptops so we can try out the tool!

I didn’t know I could do that!

You can use the Manage Dates tool to quickly update start and end dates for a variety of items, such as discussions, quizzes and dropbox folders.

1. In a course, click the **Edit Course** link
2. Click **Manage Dates**
3. Use the filter options to search for specific items
4. Select items and then use the **Edit dates** button to change or remove dates
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